Some Italian sentences related to linguistic phenomena largely known and recently discussed by many computational linguists are discussed in the framework of AT:~. They offer certain difficulties which seem to suggest a substantial revision of the ATN formalism. The theoretical assumptions and an experimental implementation of such a revision are presented, together with examples. }:any related theoretical points such as some psyeholinguistic implications and the relationship between deterministic and non-deterministlc hypothesis are also briefly discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Certain types of sentences seem to defy the abilities of several parsers, and some of them are being now discussed by many computational linguists, mostly within the deterministic hypothesis.
An exmaination of their treatment within the traditional AT[: paradigm seems to suggest that the real discussion is about how to acces the left context and what its form should be.
II. ACCESS TO T}]E LEFT COfJTEXT
occurs, the parsing algorith~ suspends the current computation and starts a new level of computation. Usually, each network recognizes some linguistic unit such as Noun Phrase (NP), Prepositional Phrase (PP), and Sentence (S) and any recursively embedded call to one of them corresponds to a level of computation.
The parsed parts of the input string are stored (SETRed) into registers as they are recognized.
At the end of the network these registers are combined (BUILDQed) into a parse node and returned (POPed) to the calling net. Appropriate functions can return the content of a register (GETR) or transfer it to another register (combination of SETR with a GETR). This last operation is equivalent to i) the renaming of a register, if the source register is successively set to a different value, ii) the initialization of a register at a lower or higher level, if SENDR or LIFTR are used.
Initialization is co~aonly used to i) raise lexical features to a higher level where they are used for tests (ex.: subject-verb agreement), ii) pass possible antecedents to lower levels where a gap may be detected in an embedded clause.
B. Difficult access to registers i. Filler-gap linking
The antecedent passing theoretically unlimited increase By the standard procedure, the m~biguous sentence(1) may cause a in storage load. analysis of the (I) Giovanni disse che aveva mentito John said that (he) had lied A. ATN Grammars "Giovanni" is always SENDRed as possible SUBJect of a complement, as soon as "disse" is recognized An ATN grammar is a set of networks formed by as an STF~ENS verb. As no subject NP is met after labelled states and directed arcs connecting them.
"che', an interpretation is yielded with The arcs can rlco~nize terminal (words) and "Giovanni" in subject position. The second non-temnlnal (lexical cateF, ories) s~anbols or interpretation is produced si,,ply by successively reeursively call for a network identified by the setting the SULqJ register to a d~;~my node, which label of an initial state. When such a call (i) The ambiguity of this sentence is the sa1:~e as its English translation where "he" can be bouud either to "John" or to soueone else ,~eutioned in a previous sentence. Italian has a gap instead of a pronoun. ?recessing< the last corn ple~,~ent three re:~isters contaizling the three possible subjects will be available and shall be visited in order to find the ri~iht one(3).
i. A generalized retrieving action
If we look at the discussed exa,,;ples free an entirely functional viewpoint ~Je can describe them as having in common the need for retrieving (2) *John was sure that his enne~,ies would have disclosed to the press that his wife had once told tha't (he) ha.:! bested her*. ~,'e give here, for clarity, the parenthesized form of this exmuple: (Giovanni era sicuro (che i suol nemlei avrebbero rlvelato alia stamps (ehe sua moglie aveva detto un glorno (che l*aveva picchiata))). I!otice that in this example the subject-verb agreement is sufficient to select the right antecedent, but t|'is is not always the case. (3) A possible alternative, equally trlcky,is the use of the HOLD-VIRT couple. information somewhere back in the already built structures; the tricky solutions presented above are, in fact, a way of accessing parts of the left context. These sometimes correspond to the entire content of a register and sometimes to a fragment of it.
We will assume, then, that the left context is stored in a space of memory, equally accessible from any level and that retrieving always concerns fragments of it. At any point of the process this structure contains the current hypothesis about the analysis of the parsed segment of the input from the beginning; hence we will refer to it as Current Global Hypothesis (CGH).
The retrieving action will have two participants, a symbol that triggers the action (trig£er) and the infomnation to be retrieved (the target of the action).
In this frame all the different procedures discussed above may be reduced to a single general algorithm of three steps, i) identification of a trl~er (a gap to be filled, a verb uhich demands for the subject-verb agreement test) ii) extraction of constraints which ::~ust guide the search for the target, and iii) retrieving of the required inforuation. In an AT!~ these cases ~:eet the initial set of arcs ~hich recognize a PP e~,bedded iu an NP, as iu (14) thus the value of SUI;J=:IEAD is "he'.
The functions that access the data structure are specifically desi.~;ned to treat this type of representation but ~.,e think that they could be easily Feneralizcd.
The ter-n "component" will be used to identify the get of paths startin;; fro,~ the sa:ae lal;el (radix). The basic storing action is AD!' which is used to store any iucor,ing piece of structure.
The string If location is NIL, the current co(,~ponent is meant, otherwise the form LOCATE specifies the path leading to the radix to which the new [,air is to be ADDed. Pelabelling of a component is done by the action ASSIGNS.
In the sentences (16a) Ii cane u:any, ia the doz eats (-16b) Ii cane e ° mangiato the dot~ is eaten the NP "il cane" will be first labelled FOCUS or FIIISTXP. Then, after having rico?,nized the verb, the action
(ASSIC~! SUBJ (LOCATE FOCUS T CL T)) or (ASSIP:G OSJ (LOCATE FOCUS T CL T))
will properly classify the ;!P as SUBJ or OBJ = FOCUS = DET= IL =HEAD =' 2! = CA~:E F, xtraction of inforuation is done by the forms FI!$D, which returns a pair, and FINDVAL, which returns only the value of a pair. LOCATE works exactly in the same way, but returns a pointer to a Liven radix. All the three functions can work in different modes.
They can search either only the current level (CL) or throu;,h the entire list (T). In this latter case the current level is excluded and, if no further options are specified, the lower (the nearest to the top) occurrence is returned. Another option (dtype) returns all the occurrences either appen,}ed in a list (L) or one "y one, non-deter:,inistieally (UD). ,', third optio1~ evaluates conditions in order to select the cn;~pohent i~entified by the specified path. The three last actions, PUSI!, POP, and I:~S]:'.P,T, manipulate the items in the list. PUSX adds a nee (empty) ite:,t in front of the list. The elements of the co~ponent being analysed (phrases or sentences) are ADDed it~ this top item, which has been therefore referred to as current level. POP re.coves the current top-ite+~ and e.:beds it into the ne~¢ top-item, possibly ~ssidning a label to the corresL;.onding co;aponent. Finally li!Si2~T inserts an itei,, correspondin to ~: nu:: level, so+mubere back between "ite+a" an:! the front part of the list, and fills it ~ith "data'. List ~anipulation takes place independently from the starting or the ending of the process expressed in a subnet.
Thus a eo+aponent can be POPed after the end of its recognition procedure, wben also its function is clarified. The are recognizing an object, for ex., can be expressed as follows (START NP T (COND (FI::I?+ (SITBj) T CL T) (POP OBJ)) (TO qi)) which means that if there already is a subject, the current couponent must be popped with the label OBJ.
The use of the IESERT function is primarily motivated by the treatment of certain relative clauses.
Felative pronouns arc surface sijnals that tridger the embedding into ~, relativ~ clau~e of tim currently processed co.+q,oncnt(s). In the sentenc¢~ (17)11 libro della tra;,,a del quale i,arlava:to ['he book about The plot of whici ve tal,:e,1
such an e,:~bedding take~ ',lace L.,:c~iatel~.' ~ft~r "libro', thus i'.roduciu< (4) An "anapk:~ric" facility is a~Iso i.:plc~Lented not to repeat an er,:beddcd fo~'m with the s0+::e ar:.u:.cnt as the e.ahcdcJin,, one. In the discussed complex cases the access to the CGII is a known function of the length of the list, i.e. of the depth of embedding of tlle current level. Within any item search proceeds linearly as for any ordinary pattern-matching.
The only substantially ne~ fact is the possibility of embedding the current component; this eliminates the need for backtracking, at least for some sentences.
In conclusion, it seems that if there is a difference from the traditional ATN it is in favour of the version presented here.
returns the lower head ~hich agrees in number and gender with the determiner of "quale" ('quale" is both masculine and feminine), i.e. "llbro'. This is the antecedent. 
IV.
ADVA~:TAGES
A. Efficiency
The parser we have been presenting is based on the core algorithm of the AT~J. Our modifications affect the set of for, us and actions and the data structure. The parsin~ algorithu~, therefore, keeps the efficiency of traditional ATE. We have already shown that the storing of the data structure does not present any special difference from the traditional re:~isters syste~, even in relation to the treatL~ent of non-determini~l.
The r,:emory load is. therefore, strictly a function of tile length of the parsed se:_,L::ent of the input an(] no overhead determined by t~anipulations of structures is added as in the case of transit registers.
The actiol~s an,! fom~s are equivalent to the tra~?itional ones, but for the fact that [~ost of tile.., :Lust visit the t~holc left context for every access.
~.~y:;ay this effec~ hardly l,alances the s~tting of transit re~,+isters. In fact, it is ~;or th noting: that in the ~lajority of comrlon sentences such accesses are very reduced, go that It is obvious that this view strongly inclines towards the idea of parser as a collection of heuristic strategies and processes and also offers a aye,|metric alternative to the HOLD hypothesis. According to thls hypothesis there are points in a sentence in which comprehension needs a heavier memory load; instead in our view an overhead of operations is suggested.
Anyway the distinguished phenomena coincide, thus keeping the inte~rity of the experimental data(6).
C. Naturallty
Our hypothesis seems more natural in t~.,o ~Jays. It embeds into a non-detemninistic frame so~+e operations very similar to some of those designed and discussed in the deterlnini. ' 
V • PERSPECTIVES
A more serious systematization of the proposed functions, as well as the extension of the model to ~ore and more llnguistic phenomena are obvious extensions of the present project.
Another direction where investigation seems to be particularly fruitfull is the relation between syntax and ser.:antics. On one hand, the fact that the result of the analysis is progressively stored in a unique space of uemory :lo not it:pose special constraints on the structure of the analyzed strin~. On the other hand, many of the presented functions include parameter slots for conditions which may be filled with any kind of test. This t~odel see:qs, therefore, to avoid "physiological" bounderies between syntax and semantics. The stored structure can be a semantic one and the tests can also incorporate se~;.antic descriptions. This seems to eventually lead to an easier integration of the two levels, h~e will present shortly [i0] a first approxi~.ation to a frame into which such in inte~ration can be realized.
